


KJV Bible Word Studies for THICKET



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

thicket 2337 ## chavach {khaw-vawkh'}; perhaps the same as 2336; a dell or crevice (as if pierced in the 
earth): -- {thicket}. 

thicket 5441 ## cobek {so'-bek}; from 5440; a copse: -- {thicket}. thicket 5645 ## `ab {awb} (masculine and 
feminine); from 5743; properly, an envelope, i.e. darkness (or density, 2 Chron. 4:17); specifically, a (scud) 
cloud; also a copse: -- clay, (thick) cloud, X thick, {thicket}. Compare 5672. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

thicket 02337 ## chavach {khaw-vawkh'} ; perhaps the same as 02336 ; a dell or crevice (as if pierced in the 
earth) : -- {thicket} . 

thicket 02802 ## Chereth {kheh'- reth} ; from 02801 (but equivalent to 02793) ; forest ; Chereth , a {thicket}
in Palestine : -- Hereth . 

thicket 05285 ## na` atsuwts {nah-ats-oots'} ; from an unused root meaning to prick ; probably a brier ; by 
implication , a {thicket} of thorny bushes : -- thorn . 

thicket 05441 ## cobek {so'- bek} ; from 05440 ; a copse : -- {thicket} . 

thicket 05519 ## cak {sawk} ; from 05526 ; properly , a {thicket} of men , i . e . a crowd : -- multitude . 

thicket 05645 ## ` ab {awb} (masculine and feminine) ; from 05743 ; properly , an envelope , i . e . darkness 
(or density , 2 Chron . 4 : 17) ; specifically , a (scud) cloud ; also a copse : -- clay , (thick) cloud , X thick , 
{thicket} . Compare 05672 . 

thicket 07730 ## sowbek {so'- bek} ; for 05441 ; a {thicket} , i . e . interlaced branches : -- thick boughs . 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

thicket 2337 -- chavach -- {thicket}.

thicket 5441 -- cobek -- {thicket}.

thicket 5645 -- \ab -- clay, (thick) cloud, X thick, {thicket}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- thicket , 5441 , 5442 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

thicket Gen_22_13 # And Abraham lifted up his eyes, and looked, and behold behind [him] a ram caught in
a thicket by his horns: and Abraham went and took the ram, and offered him up for a burnt offering in the 
stead of his son.

thicket Jer_04_07 # The lion is come up from his thicket, and the destroyer of the Gentiles is on his way; he 
is gone forth from his place to make thy land desolate; [and] thy cities shall be laid waste, without an 
inhabitant.

thickets 1Sa_13_06 # When the men of Israel saw that they were in a strait, [for the people were distressed,]
then the people did hide themselves in caves, and in thickets, and in rocks, and in high places, and in pits.

thickets Isa_09_18 # For wickedness burneth as the fire: it shall devour the briers and thorns, and shall 
kindle in the thickets of the forest, and they shall mount up [like] the lifting up of smoke.

thickets Isa_10_34 # And he shall cut down the thickets of the forest with iron, and Lebanon shall fall by a 
mighty one.

thickets Jer_04_29 # The whole city shall flee for the noise of the horsemen and bowmen; they shall go into 
thickets, and climb up upon the rocks: every city [shall be] forsaken, and not a man dwell therein.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

thicket and the Jer_04_07 # The lion is come up from his thicket, and the destroyer of the Gentiles is on his 
way; he is gone forth from his place to make thy land desolate; [and] thy cities shall be laid waste, without 
an inhabitant.

thicket by his Gen_22_13 # And Abraham lifted up his eyes, and looked, and behold behind [him] a ram 
caught in a thicket by his horns: and Abraham went and took the ram, and offered him up for a burnt 
offering in the stead of his son.

thickets and climb Jer_04_29 # The whole city shall flee for the noise of the horsemen and bowmen; they 
shall go into thickets, and climb up upon the rocks: every city [shall be] forsaken, and not a man dwell 
therein.

thickets and in 1Sa_13_06 # When the men of Israel saw that they were in a strait, [for the people were 
distressed,] then the people did hide themselves in caves, and in thickets, and in rocks, and in high places, 
and in pits.

thickets of the Isa_09_18 # For wickedness burneth as the fire: it shall devour the briers and thorns, and 
shall kindle in the thickets of the forest, and they shall mount up [like] the lifting up of smoke.

thickets of the Isa_10_34 # And he shall cut down the thickets of the forest with iron, and Lebanon shall fall
by a mighty one.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

thicket by his horns Gen_22_13 



thicket GEN 022 013 And Abraham <85> lifted <05375 +nasa> > up his eyes <05869 + , and looked <07200 
+ra>ah > , and behold <02009 +hinneh > behind <00310 +>achar > [ him ] a ram <00352 +>ayil > caught <00270
+>achaz > in a {thicket} <05442 +c@bak > by his horns <07161 +qeren > : and Abraham <85> went <03212 
+yalak > and took <03947 +laqach > the ram <00352 +>ayil > , and offered <05927 + him up for a burnt <05930 
+ offering in the stead <08478 +tachath > of his son <01121 +ben > . 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

thicket ^ Jer_04_07 / thicket /^and the destroyer of the Gentiles is on his way; he is gone forth from his 
place to make thy land desolate; [and] thy cities shall be laid waste, without an inhabitant. 

thicket ^ Gen_22_13 / thicket /^by his horns: and Abraham went and took the ram, and offered him up for 
a burnt offering in the stead of his son. 

thickets ^ Jer_04_29 / thickets /^and climb up upon the rocks: every city [shall be] forsaken, and not a man
dwell therein. 

thickets ^ 1Sa_13_06 / thickets /^and in rocks, and in high places, and in pits. 

thickets ^ Isa_10_34 / thickets /^of the forest with iron, and Lebanon shall fall by a mighty one. 

thickets ^ Isa_09_18 / thickets /^of the forest, and they shall mount up [like] the lifting up of smoke. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

thicket Gen_22_13 And Abraham lifted up his eyes, and looked, and behold behind [him] a ram caught in a
{thicket} by his horns: and Abraham went and took the ram, and offered him up for a burnt offering in the 
stead of his son. 

thicket Jer_04_07 The lion is come up from his {thicket}, and the destroyer of the Gentiles is on his way; he 
is gone forth from his place to make thy land desolate; [and] thy cities shall be laid waste, without an 
inhabitant. 

thickets 1Sa_13_06 When the men of Israel saw that they were in a strait, (for the people were distressed,) 
then the people did hide themselves in caves, and in {thickets}, and in rocks, and in high places, and in pits. 

thickets 1Sa_10_34 And he shall cut down the {thickets} of the forest with iron, and Lebanon shall fall by a 
mighty one. 

thickets 1Sa_09_18 For wickedness burneth as the fire: it shall devour the briers and thorns, and shall 
kindle in the {thickets} of the forest, and they shall mount up [like] the lifting up of smoke. 

thickets Jer_04_29 The whole city shall flee for the noise of the horsemen and bowmen; they shall go into 
{thickets}, and climb up upon the rocks: every city [shall be] forsaken, and not a man dwell therein. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse



eBibleSoftware Engineering

Web Suite of Bible Study Tools

Explore all the new ways to study and using

these tools to strengthen your Walk with God
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
thicket Gen_22_13 And Abraham (85) lifted (05375 +nasa) ) up his eyes (05869 +(ayin ) , and looked (07200 
+ra)ah ) , and behold (02009 +hinneh ) behind (00310 +)achar ) [ him ] a ram (00352 +)ayil ) caught (00270 
+)achaz ) in a {thicket} (05442 +c@bak ) by his horns (07161 +qeren ):and Abraham (85) went (03212 
+yalak ) and took (03947 +laqach ) the ram (00352 +)ayil ) , and offered (05927 +(alah ) him up for a burnt 
(05930 +(olah ) offering in the stead (08478 +tachath ) of his son (01121 +ben ) . 

thicket Jer_04_07 The lion (00738 +)ariy ) is come (05927 +(alah ) up from his {thicket} (05441 +cobek ) , 
and the destroyer (07843 +shachath ) of the Gentiles (01471 +gowy ) is on his way (05265 +naca( ) ; he is 
gone (03318 +yatsa) ) forth (03318 +yatsa) ) from his place (04725 +maqowm ) to make (07760 +suwm ) thy 
land (00776 +)erets ) desolate (08047 +shammah ) ; [ and ] thy cities (05892 +(iyr ) shall be laid waste (05327
+natsah ) , without (00369 +)ayin ) an inhabitant (03427 +yashab ) . 

thickets 1Sa_13_06 When the men (00376 +)iysh ) of Israel (03478 +Yisra)el ) saw (07200 +ra)ah ) that they 
were in a strait (06887 +tsarar ) , ( for the people (05971 +(am ) were distressed (05065 +nagas ) , ) then the 
people (05971 +(am ) did hide (2244) themselves in caves (04631 +m@(arah ) , and in {thickets} (02337 
+chavach ) , and in rocks (05553 +cela( ) , and in high (06877 +ts@riyach ) places , and in pits (00953 +bowr
) . 

thickets Isa_09_18 For wickedness (07564 +rish(ah ) burneth (01197 +ba(ar ) as the fire (00784 +)esh ):it 
shall devour (00398 +)akal ) the briers (08068 +shamiyr ) and thorns (07898 +shayith ) , and shall kindle 
(03341 +yatsath ) in the {thickets} (05442 +c@bak ) of the forest (03293 +ya(ar ) , and they shall mount (55) 
up [ like ] the lifting (01348 +ge)uwth ) up of smoke (06227 +(ashan ) . 

thickets Isa_10_34 And he shall cut (05362 +naqaph ) down the {thickets} (05442 +c@bak ) of the forest 
(03293 +ya(ar ) with iron (01270 +barzel ) , and Lebanon (03844 +L@banown ) shall fall (05307 +naphal ) 
by a mighty (00117 +)addiyr ) one . 

http://ebiblesoftware.com


thickets Jer_04_29 The whole (03605 +kol ) city (05892 +(iyr ) shall flee (01272 +barach ) for the noise 
(06963 +qowl ) of the horsemen (06571 +parash ) and bowmen ; they shall go (00935 +bow) ) into {thickets} 
(05645 +(ab ) , and climb (05927 +(alah ) up upon the rocks (03710 +keph ):every (03605 +kol ) city (05892 
+(iyr ) [ shall be ] forsaken (05800 +(azab ) , and not a man (00376 +)iysh ) dwell (03427 +yashab ) therein 
(02004 +hen ) . 
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thicket , GE , 22:13 thicket , JER , 4:7 thickets , 1SA , 13:6 thickets , ISA , 9:18 , ISA , 10:34 thickets , JER , 4:29 
thicket Interlinear Index Study thicket GEN 022 013 And Abraham <85> lifted <05375 +nasa> > up his eyes 
<05869 + , and looked <07200 +ra>ah > , and behold <02009 +hinneh > behind <00310 +>achar > [ him ] a ram 
<00352 +>ayil > caught <00270 +>achaz > in a {thicket} <05442 +c@bak > by his horns <07161 +qeren > : and 
Abraham <85> went <03212 +yalak > and took <03947 +laqach > the ram <00352 +>ayil > , and offered <05927 
+ him up for a burnt <05930 + offering in the stead <08478 +tachath > of his son <01121 +ben > . thicket JER 004
007 The lion <00738 +>ariy > is come <05927 + up from his {thicket} <05441 +cobek > , and the destroyer 
<07843 +shachath > of the Gentiles <01471 +gowy > is on his way <05265 +naca< > ; he is gone <03318 +yatsa>
> forth <03318 +yatsa> > from his place <04725 +maqowm > to make <07760 +suwm > thy land <00776 +>erets
> desolate <08047 +shammah > ; [ and ] thy cities <05892 + shall be laid waste <05327 +natsah > , without 
<00369 +>ayin > an inhabitant <03427 +yashab > . thicket by his horns - thicket , 5441 , 5442 , thicket GEN 022 
013 And Abraham <85> lifted <05375 +nasa> > up his eyes <05869 + , and looked <07200 +ra>ah > , and behold
<02009 +hinneh > behind <00310 +>achar > [ him ] a ram <00352 +>ayil > caught <00270 +>achaz > in a 
{thicket} <05442 +c@bak > by his horns <07161 +qeren > : and Abraham <85> went <03212 +yalak > and took 
<03947 +laqach > the ram <00352 +>ayil > , and offered <05927 + him up for a burnt <05930 + offering in the 
stead <08478 +tachath > of his son <01121 +ben > . thicket -5441 give , thick , {thicket} , thicket -5442 {thicket} 
, thickets , thickets -2337 {thickets} , thickets -5442 thicket , {thickets} , thickets -5645 cloud , clouds , thick , 
{thickets} , thicket 2337 -- chavach -- {thicket}. thicket 5441 -- cobek -- {thicket}. thicket 5645 -- \ab -- clay, 
(thick) cloud, X thick, {thicket}. thicket 2337 ## chavach {khaw-vawkh'}; perhaps the same as 2336; a dell or 
crevice (as if pierced in the earth): -- {thicket}. [ql thicket 5441 ## cobek {so'-bek}; from 5440; a copse: -- 
{thicket}.[ql thicket 5645 ## And Abraham lifted up his eyes, and looked, and behold behind [him] a ram caught 
in a {thicket} by his horns: and Abraham went and took the ram, and offered him up for a burnt offering in the 
stead of his son. thicket The lion is come up from his {thicket}, and the destroyer of the Gentiles is on his way; he 
is gone forth from his place to make thy land desolate; [and] thy cities shall be laid waste, without an inhabitant. 



thicket , GE , 22:13 thicket , JER , 4:7 thickets , 1SA , 13:6 thickets , ISA , 9:18 , ISA , 10:34 thickets , JER , 4:29









thicket -5441 give , thick , {thicket} , thicket -5442 {thicket} , thickets , thickets -2337 {thickets} , thickets -5442 
thicket , {thickets} , thickets -5645 cloud , clouds , thick , {thickets} ,



thicket 2337 -- chavach -- {thicket}. thicket 5441 -- cobek -- {thicket}. thicket 5645 -- \ab -- clay, (thick) cloud, X 
thick, {thicket}.







thicket 2337 ## chavach {khaw-vawkh'}; perhaps the same as 2336; a dell or crevice (as if pierced in the earth): --
{thicket}. [ql thicket 5441 ## cobek {so'-bek}; from 5440; a copse: -- {thicket}.[ql thicket 5645 ##
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thicket Interlinear Index Study thicket GEN 022 013 And Abraham <85> lifted <05375 +nasa> > up his eyes 
<05869 + , and looked <07200 +ra>ah > , and behold <02009 +hinneh > behind <00310 +>achar > [ him ] a ram 
<00352 +>ayil > caught <00270 +>achaz > in a {thicket} <05442 +c@bak > by his horns <07161 +qeren > : and 
Abraham <85> went <03212 +yalak > and took <03947 +laqach > the ram <00352 +>ayil > , and offered <05927 
+ him up for a burnt <05930 + offering in the stead <08478 +tachath > of his son <01121 +ben > . thicket JER 004
007 The lion <00738 +>ariy > is come <05927 + up from his {thicket} <05441 +cobek > , and the destroyer 
<07843 +shachath > of the Gentiles <01471 +gowy > is on his way <05265 +naca< > ; he is gone <03318 +yatsa>
> forth <03318 +yatsa> > from his place <04725 +maqowm > to make <07760 +suwm > thy land <00776 +>erets
> desolate <08047 +shammah > ; [ and ] thy cities <05892 + shall be laid waste <05327 +natsah > , without 
<00369 +>ayin > an inhabitant <03427 +yashab > .



thicket by his horns 



thicket 004 007 Jer /^{thicket /and the destroyer of the Gentiles is on his way ; he is gone forth from his place to 
make thy land desolate ; and thy cities shall be laid waste , without an inhabitant . thicket 022 013 Gen /^{thicket 
/by his horns : and Abraham went and took the ram , and offered him up for a burnt offering in the stead of his son
. thickets 004 029 Jer /^{thickets /and climb up upon the rocks : every city shall be forsaken , and not a man dwell 
therein . thickets 013 006 ISa /^{thickets /and in rocks , and in high places , and in pits . thickets 009 018 Isa 
/^{thickets /of the forest , and they shall mount up like the lifting up of smoke . thickets 010 034 Isa /^{thickets /of
the forest with iron , and Lebanon shall fall by a mighty one .





- thicket , 5441 , 5442 , 



thicket And Abraham lifted up his eyes, and looked, and behold behind [him] a ram caught in a {thicket} by his 
horns: and Abraham went and took the ram, and offered him up for a burnt offering in the stead of his son. thicket 
The lion is come up from his {thicket}, and the destroyer of the Gentiles is on his way; he is gone forth from his 
place to make thy land desolate; [and] thy cities shall be laid waste, without an inhabitant.
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